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Tunda in 5 days police custody Rajan to take over as
RBI Governor today

NEW DELHI, Sept 3:
Top Lashkar-e-Toiba bomb
expert Abdul Karim Tunda was
today remanded in five-day
police custody by a Delhi court
after the police said he has to be
interrogated at length to unearth
his terror links.
Tunda, who was today discharged from All India Institute of
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Medical Sciences (AIIMS) after
undergoing treatment, was produced before Additional Sessions
Judge (ASJ) Dharmesh Sharma
and the Special Cell of Delhi
Police sought five days custodial
interrogation saying they need to
quiz Tunda regarding the source
of oil which was to be used for
making Improvised Explosive
Device (IED).
The police said that during

the earlier custodial interrogation, Tunda had said he had procured the explosives from a
shop in Tilak Bazaar in old
Delhi.
"Accused Abdul Karim is to
be interrogated regarding the
source of oil procured by him
which was recovered from the
shop of Abdul Haq (Tunda's
brother). The oil was to be used
for making IEDs.
"Moreover, a mobile phone
containing more than 200 contacts has been recovered from
his possession and he is also to
be interrogated vis-a-vis the
contact details," police said in its
remand application.
The police also informed the
court that Tunda is required to
be taken to Karnataka and West
Bengal for further probe in the
case.(PTI)

MUMBAI, Sept 3:
Internationally renowned
economist Raghuram Rajan will
take over as RBI Governor
tomorrow and plunge straight
into a fire-fight situation as the
country battles a rapid fall in
rupee, high inflation, low
growth and burgeoning current
account deficit (CAD).
50-year-old Rajan, a former
chief economist with the
International Monetary Fund
(IMF) who was economic advisor to the Finance Ministry, will
takeover a difficult assignment
from Duvvuri Subbarao on his
completing five years in Mint
Road.
Rajan has already said that

he has no magic wand to face
the challenge before the country
but would deal with them one at
a time.
The Government, which was
at the receiving end of
Subbarao’s unrelenting focus on
inflation control at the cost of
low interest rates, would hope
that the new incumbent would
reverse some of those policies.
“We have enough ideas. It is
not just the currency, it is financial inclusion, it is growth. I
think there is a lot to do. There
are challenges in the economy...
These things are not going to be
overcome overnight.(PTI)

J&K ACCOUNTS EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION
JAMMU
Ref. No.: JKAEA/172

Dated: 03-9-2013

APPEAL
J&K Accounts Employees Association appeals its members to assemble in the premises of
Directorate of Accounts and Treasuries, Shastri Nagar, Jammu at 10 a.m. on 04-9-2013 (Wednesday)
to register protest for non-settlement of demands. The accounts personnel posted in treasuries of
Jammu Province are appealed to bring the treasury working at a standstill for 8 a.m. to 12 noon.
Sd/Jasbir Singh Charak- President
Mob.: 9419198753

